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Your musical instrument 
in the very best hands
Individual, comprehensive and flexible – SINFONIMA provides tailor-made insurance 
solutions for musicians, orchestras, music schools, instrument makers and dealers.

With SINFONIMA, your musical instrument is in the very best hands – even when you 
transport it or take it travelling. In this brochure, we offer some tips that you should 
take note of for your next trip abroad with your musical instrument.

Does your violin have a passport?
A musician: 

“I almost lost my violin and its bow to the US customs authorities. I might have had to 
pay a penalty, too – just because I wanted to take my violin to New York for a concert.

Luckily, I read about the CITES species protection treaty on a forum just in time. 
Otherwise, the rosewood pegs on my violin and roughly a gram of ivory at the tip 
of the bow could have led to a nasty surprise at customs.”
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General notes

Instrument all packed?
Don’t forget your documents
Trips outside Germany with your instrument should be planned well in advance, and a few 
important things must be taken into account. This brochure is intended to give all holders 
of musical instruments a comprehensive overview of potential stumbling blocks that can be 
overcome with planning in good time. There are general principles which apply, as well 
as special notes for individual musicians, orchestras and instrument makers and/or dealers.

What exactly is “CITES”?
Since the Washington Convention on the protection of species came into force, certification 
has been required for importing and exporting musical instruments and their accessories, 
such as bows, when travelling to countries outside of Europe. This certification must ensure 
that all materials used in the instrument were legally acquired and processed subject to the 
applicable provisions of species protection law.

Lookalike – what am I?
In cases where no materials from protected species are used, a Declaration of Materials 
(a list of the materials the instrument is made of) is sufficient. In individual cases, for example 
when a material is used that is difficult to distinguish from a species protected by CITES 
(e. g. mammoth ivory), it is advisable to have an additional clearance certificate issued by the 
Federal Agency for Nature Conservation (BfN). This is issued by the BfN in exceptional cases for 
instruments which do not use any materials subject to protection of species according to currently 
applicable regulations. For this, you must first have a Declaration of Materials issued by 
a specialist instrument company (see below).

WARNING: These clearance certificates have been effective many times over in practice but are 
not legally binding at customs.

Species-protected materials
If your instrument contains materials which are currently subject to the highest protected status 
of species protection, you will require a CITES musical instrument certificate when travelling 
beyond European borders. CITES stands for Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora.

Here are some examples of protected materials:
 Ivory (Asian/some African elephants)
 Certain species of wood (such as rosewood, particularly Brazilian rosewood)
 Tortoise shell (sea turtles) 
 Lizard skin (reptiles) 
 Whalebone (whale)

These materials, and others, are mostly found in string instruments and bows, but also 
in plucked instruments (e. g. vintage guitars), drum skins and sticks as well as woodwind 
instruments (e. g. an ivory ring on a bassoon).
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General notes

International CITES regulations
The Washington Convention has three appendices indicating the degree of protected 
status, which are regularly updated:

  Appendix I: Includes species that enjoy the highest protected status as they are 
under direct threat of extinction.

  Appendix II: Includes species which must be subject to regulation in order not 
to be threatened by extinction or which are similar to endangered species.

  Appendix III: Includes species that are only subject to regulations in individual states.

European CITES regulations
International regulations have been set down in European law. This outlines the relevant 
classification in four appendices (A–D). The classification largely corresponds to that of 
CITES Appendices I–III explained above.

Examples:
  The Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) is listed in CITES Appendix I and is therefore subject 

to the highest protected status. If a bow’s tip plate is made of ivory from this species of 
elephant, a marketing ban is in place. Travelling across international borders is only permitted 
with the necessary documentation.

  African blackwood (dalbergia melanoxylon): This species of wood is used particularly in 
woodwind instruments (clarinets, oboes) and is listed in CITES Appendix II. Special provisions 
apply to trade with this species of wood. Trips across borders (non-commercial border 
crossing) are permitted without documentation for wood weights up to a maximum of 
10 kg and are therefore not an issue.
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General notes

Important rules for travelling with instruments:

Species CITES-
protected 
international

CITES-
protected 
Europe

Are 
travel documents 
required?

Ebony from Madagascar 
All other kinds are not protected 
(e. g. fi ngerboard, pegs)

II B No  End product is exempt 
(footnote no. 5)

Lizard skin 
(e. g. leather)

II B Yes  CITES musical instrument 
certifi cate

Ivory 
(e. g. bow tip plate)

I A Yes  CITES musical instrument 
certifi cate

Pernambuco 
(e. g. bow stick)

II B No  End product is exempt 
(footnote no. 10)

Whalebone 
(e. g. bow pad)

II B Yes  CITES musical instrument 
certifi cate

Dalbergia nigra – Brazilian rosewood 
(e. g. pegs, woodwind instruments)

I A Yes  CITES musical instrument 
certifi cate

Dalbergia opp.1) 
These include African blackwood and cocobolo 
(e. g. pegs, woodwind instruments)

II B No  Border crossing when 
travelling is exempt 
up to 10 kg 
(footnote no. 15 b)

Tortoise shell 
(e. g. bow frog)

I A Yes  CITES musical instrument 
certifi cate

Maple, amourette, Brazil wood, boxwood, 
ebony opp.1), spruce, poplar, snakewood

No Free to travel

Mother-of-pearl (white, goldfi sh, iris) No  Free to travel

Karu, snakeskin, cow leather, 
kangaroo leather, kid

No Free to travel

Bone, mammoth No  Free to travel, but 
Declaration of Materials 
recommended 

1) opp. = other populations of this species

Explanation of footnotes in line with Regulation (EC) 338/97

Footnote no. 5: Protected status covers trunks, logs, timber, veneer leaf and plywood. More processed products 
(e. g. musical instruments) and/or processed raw wood are not subject to any species protection provisions.

Footnote no. 10: Describes trunks, logs, timber, veneer leaf, including slugs, used to produce bows for string instru-
ments.(Note: The finished bow may travel and be traded.)

Footnote no. 15: Species in Appendix I (currently only dalbergia nigra – Brazilian rosewood) are exempt. 
All parts and products are covered, except:
a) leaves, petals, pollen, fruits and seeds
b) non-commercial exports with a maximum weight of 10 kg per shipment
c) …

Source: BfN – List of protected species of wood in CITES and Regulation (EC) 338/97. Version: 02.01.2017 (CITES), 
04.02.2017 (EU)
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General notes

How do I apply for a CITES musical instrument certificate?
The CITES musical instrument certificate is issued by the Federal Office for Nature Conservation 
(BfN) to the holder (i. e. the person who is carrying the instrument across the border, not 
the owner), as the musician carrying the instrument must provide the proof. They must always 
carry the original version of the documents. If the required documents are not present, in 
the worst-case scenario, the relevant customs authority of the country of importation may seize 
the instrument or the bow upon entry.

Particularly strict regulations apply in particular when travelling to the USA, but relevant 
documentation must also be provided in case of checks when importing to Switzerland 
as a non-EU country.
IMPORTANT: The CITES musical instrument certificate is valid for three years.

The CITES musical instrument certificate will be issued if 
  certification of lawful acquisition/import is present, or
  if the parts made of protected species were certifiably acquired 

before the affected species was first placed under protection, or
  if the materials were used in the instrument before 3 March 1947 

and have not been materially altered since then (antique regulations).

Certification can be provided through relevant certificates of authenticity, import authorisations 
or receipts of purchase with relevant certificates of origin.

In order to establish which materials are used in your instrument, please contact the maker 
of your instrument. Have a Declaration of Materials (see Appendix page 16 f.) issued in 
which the instrument and/or the bow and the materials included are described and depicted 
accurately. A submission certificate must also be issued by the relevant state authority for 
the application.

The original copies of the Declaration of Materials, the submission certificate 
and the corresponding application form must be sent by post, fax or email to the 
Federal Office for Nature Conservation (BfN). It is easier and quicker to apply online 
at http://www.cites-online.de. The BfN will check the details in the Declaration of 
Materials to see whether there are protected materials in the list of materials used.
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General notes

When is my instrument covered by the Federal Cultural Property Act 
(KGSG)?
In 2016, the German Federal Cultural Property Act was fully reformed and adapted to EU and 
international standards. The context is the protection of cultural property, which is especially 
important due to its outstanding significance for the cultural identity of Germany, for example, 
or is classified as national cultural property by other states. This may be important to musicians, 
particularly in the case of exporting instruments and justifying the application for export 
authorisation.

What matters here first and foremost is whether the trip is to an EU member state or 
outside the EU.

When crossing the border into an EU country, an export authorisation is required if the 
instrument and/or the bow is over 100 years old and has a minimum value of € 100,000.

When crossing the border into a country outside of Europe, the limits are an age of at least 
50 years and a minimum value of € 50,000. If only one of the two limits (age and value) is 
exceeded, no export authorisation is required.

If an instrument meets the stated requirements, you may apply for a “special open export 
authorisation”. This permits the unlimited import and export of the instrument for a period 
of five years. Once this period has expired, you must reapply for authorisation.

The application may be made by the owner or the holder. The instrument must be described 
accurately in the application. This includes up-to-date photos of the instrument and 
certification of value (confirmation of value from an instrument maker or an insurance policy). 
For hired instruments, the hire agreement must also be supplied.

Visit www.kulturgutschutz-deutschland.de to find your relevant authority. You can also 
download various application forms in the “Service” section. Additional information is 
also available, including another summary “Information for musicians” and the information 
sheet “Notes on the export and import of musical instruments”.

Different regulations apply to sales outside of Germany and the final export of these 
instruments and purchase abroad and importing instruments to Germany. You can find 
comprehensive information on other countries’ provisions on the above website in the 
“State portal” section.
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Notes for musicians

Travelling to other EU countries with the instrument
As an individual travelling musician, you must first of all indicate which materials are used in 
your instruments and/or bows. To do this, have your instrument maker produce a Declaration 
of Materials for you.

Now you have to check whether the listed materials include any materials subject to CITES 
protected status. These should be recorded in CITES Appendix I or II and/or Appendix A or B 
of the EU regulation. Your instrument maker should be able to enlighten you on this. The 
lists can be viewed on the BfN website. You can also search the WISIA (Scientific Information 
System for the International Protection of Species) online database at www.wisia.de. In case 
of doubt, you can contact the BfN directly. Those in charge can also help you check.

If no protected species are proven to be used in the instrument, the Declaration of Materials 
will be sufficient proof at customs for the destination country in question. In this case, you can 
clear customs without further registration.

If materials subject to CITES protected status I or II without an exemption (footnote) are in fact 
used, and you are planning a trip to a country outside the EU, you should take the following 
steps:

1.  Apply to the relevant state authority for a submission certificate 
(list of relevant state authorities on the BfN website).

2. Apply to the BfN for a CITES musical instrument certificate with the stated documents.

3.  You must also certify that the instruments and/or bows containing the protected 
materials were legally acquired, for example, through certificates of authenticity or 
import authorisation.

4.  You can provide proof that the antiquities regulations apply (protected species 
materials used before 3 March 1947 and not materially altered since then), for example, 
with certificates of authenticity and/or expert reports.

The initial application must be made three months before departure.
When crossing borders, you must have the documents checked and stamped at customs 
(on arrival and departure from the destination country).

Examples:
  Submission certificate for the state authority
  Application for CITES musical instrument certificate for the BfN
  CITES continuation sheet for the relevant customs office’s records

Examples of the above forms can be found in the appendix from page 18 onward.
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Notes for musicians

Not your own instrument?
It is not a problem if you are travelling with an instrument that is not your own property, 
as the documents are issued to the holder, not the owner.

Costs and validity
It currently costs around € 16 for the BfN to issue the stated certificates. Your instrument 
maker will invoice you for producing the Declaration of Materials.

The CITES musical instrument certificate is limited to three years and is valid in all 
contracting states of CITES during this period. Once its validity has expired, the certificate 
must be returned to the BfN voluntarily. Please note that initial applications for CITES 
documents must be submitted to the BfN no later than three months before departure. 
When documents are reissued for the same instrument, the processing time is around 
three weeks.

Travelling inside the EU
For trips within the member states of the EU, it is recommended to carry a Declaration 
of Materials at a minimum in order to be prepared for potential checks. However, 
a CITES musical instrument certificate is also essential here.
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Notes for orchestras

Travelling in a container or as freight on a ship? 
You need a travelling exhibition certificate!
A travelling exhibition certificate is required when musical instruments are sent as 
a container or freight shipment on behalf of an orchestra instead of in normal luggage with 
the musicians. In this case, certification of lawful acquisition or lawful import, such as the 
Declaration of Materials, is also required. Any commercial use is forbidden, as the use of 
instruments is exclusively permitted for personal use, performances at musical events, 
recording/broadcast, teaching purposes or music competitions.
IMPORTANT: In this context, performance fees are not deemed to be commercial.

In this case the orchestra also requires a submission certificate from the relevant state authority 
which must be submitted to the BfN together with a list of the instruments affected with 
all the necessary details regarding species protection law (e. g. Declaration of Materials).

Initial contact must be made with the BfN at least three months prior to departure in order 
to have enough time for coordination and potential queries.

Once it has been issued, changes to the travelling exhibition certificate are only permitted 
up to four weeks before departure. The instruments listed herein must be those which are 
ultimately taken on the trip, without exception. It is therefore recommended that instruments 
which also need to be brought along at short notice be taken separately with the relevant 
Declaration of Materials and/or CITES musical instrument certificate.

With regard to the regulations, which are partly state-specific, it is worth consulting a logistics 
expert in individual cases four to six weeks before the instruments are to be transported. 
Import documents must be submitted to customs in advance, and any customs sureties must 
be deposited in cash and various other customs procedures must be followed.

If the orchestra’s musicians are supposed to take the instruments with them in their hand 
luggage, then the information for individual musicians applies.

Examples:
  Application CITES travelling exhibition certificate
  Original CITES travelling exhibition certificate
  Appendix List of instruments with description
  CITES continuation sheet for the relevant customs office’s records (Appendix p 20)

Examples of the above forms can be found in the appendix from page 22 onward.
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Notes for orchestras

You can also find out more information from the carrier/forwarder you have commissioned 
or the relevant local customs office.

Examples of the above forms can be found in the appendix from page 25 onward.

What other customs documents are there?
ATA Carnet (carnet for temporary admission of goods)
The ATA Carnet makes it easier to import musical instruments into non-European countries 
for a limited time. It is limited to one year and can be used as often as you like within this 
period. All musical instruments listed therein must be reimported into the EU structurally 
unchanged and in the same condition. Foreign import duties do not apply as this document 
functions as a guarantee, so no surety needs to be deposited at customs.

The carnet is issued by the German Chambers of Industry and Commerce (IHK) for businesses 
and private individuals who reside in the relevant chamber jurisdiction. You may need to attach 
photos.

Commercial invoice
Selected countries accept the commercial invoice as part of the treatment by customs 
authorities when importing musical instruments. You may need to attach photos.

Signature sample at IHK

Carnet request, coverage by IHK at Euler Hermes 

Carnet production

Carnet opening by IHK

Identification by inland customs office at pick-up point

0 1 5 10 15 20 days

Recommended scheduling

You can receive further information from your regional IHK.

1)  EORI = Economic Operators’ Registration and Identification Number. Economic operators’ registration and identification 
number within the EU for customs clearance.

2) Check to prevent replacement or alteration of the goods to be transported (clear identification of the goods/instruments).

Apply for EORI 1) no.

Temporary export declaration

Identification2) by inland customs office at pick-up point

0 1 5 10 15 20 days

Recommended scheduling
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Useful information for exports/trade

Useful information for exports/trade
Inside the EU:
For raw materials or instruments with materials listed in CITES Appendices A and B, 
a CITES number must be given to the buyer. This declares the material to be 
a “Species with commercial authorisation”.

For old instruments that were made or acquired before 1947, a relevant certificate 
from an expert is sufficient.

Outside the EU:
All instruments which use materials listed in CITES Appendices A and B require export 
authorisation from the German federal authority (BfN).

For materials listed in CITES Appendix A, the marketing ban must also be lifted. 
EXEMPT: All species that are exempted from the protection provision for trade (!) 
with a footnote. 

For example:
  Dalbergia opp.: Must be registered for export 

(footnote no. 15 applies only to travel, not to trade/export). 
  Pernambuco: The finished bow may be traded without registration 

(footnote no. 10).
  Ebony from Madagascar: Processed materials and end products may be traded 

(footnote no. 5).

Trade fairs and exhibitions:
Temporary import and export for trade fairs and exhibitions is treated like 
export/trade as it serves a commercial purpose.

Please see “Barrierefrei-Holzinformation-COP-17.pdf” for more information: 
https://www.bfn.de/fileadmin/BfN/cites/Dokumente/...

(Version: Last amended at the Conference of Contracting States in 2016)

Explanation of footnotes in line with Regulation (EC) 338/97

Footnote no. 5: Protected status covers trunks, logs, timber, veneer leaf and plywood. 
More processed products (e. g. musical instruments) or processed raw wood are not 
subject to any species protection provisions.

Footnote no. 10: Describes trunks, logs, timber, veneer leaf, including slugs, 
used to produce bows for string instruments. 
(Note: The finished bow may travel and be traded.)

Footnote no. 15: Species in Appendix I are exempt 
(currently only dalbergia nigra – Brazilian rosewood)
All parts and products are covered, except:
a) leaves, petals, pollen, fruits and seeds
b) non-commercial exports with a maximum weight of 10 kg per shipment
c) …

Source: BfN – List of protected species of wood in CITES and Regulation (EC) 338/97. 
Version: 02.01.2017 (CITES), 04.02.2017 (EU)
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Tips

Additional tips on travelling with musical instruments
Please ensure that you take into account the sensitivity of your instrument and accessories 
when packing and storing them. Always use an instrument case designed for the purpose with 
appropriate protective measures for items particularly susceptible to pressure and impact. 
Take note of sudden fluctuations in temperature and humidity as well. If you have questions 
about the different options for protection, you should ideally contact your instrument maker 
or a specialist instrument dealer.

Scheduling
Before a trip, always make sure you have enough time for organisation. It is helpful to create 
a schedule with all the important dates early on, for example for applying for necessary 
documents.

Organisation in the destination country
It is always advisable to have a contact in the destination country who is familiar with local 
conditions and (legal) provisions and with whom you can discuss how things will work at an 
early stage before a trip. In Saudi Arabia, for example, all necessary documents should be 
deposited at the destination airport. Ideally, you should seek out a responsible person at the 
destination who will take care of this.

Costs
Depending on the scope of the trip, the equipment and the number of instruments to be 
transported, the costs should also be planned at an early stage and a reserve should be built 
in for any unforeseeable change of plan.

Travelling by plane
What you need to know

  Use an IATA (International Air Transport Association) company for air transport 
of instruments.

  Transport your instrument in a suitable hard case or, if the instrument cannot be taken 
with you in the passenger cabin, a flight case.

  Differences in temperature may occur during transportation in a plane’s cargo hold. 
Protect your instrument.

  Keep little treasures in your hand luggage: small instruments can be placed in the hand 
luggage compartment. You should ideally have the airline issue you written permission 
or confirmation that you can bring your instrument as hand luggage. In any case, you 
should find out about the permitted size and amount of hand luggage you are allowed 
to take before departure and/or when planning the trip.

  Big and bulky instruments: book a seat! For larger instruments such as cellos, it’s worth 
booking a separate seat. In this case, you should ideally also inform the airline in advance 
of which instrument you are taking and how it is packed. Book a seat for the instrument 
in the rear of the cabin. Boarding for these seats is quicker and so you have more time 
to take your seat.

  You will either pay a hand luggage surcharge or a cheaper price for the additional seat 
if the flight is not fully booked. You should definitely inquire with the airline about any 
special conditions.
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Valuable freight: “artwork”
If you cannot bring your instrument into the cabin with you, you have the option 
of giving it to the airline as “artwork” – as a particularly valuable item. The instrument 
is then placed in a special, separate climate-controlled cargo hold in the plane. 
Your instrument is handled with care and travels with virtually no risk of theft. You 
will drop off the instrument at the airport in a special reception room. Extra costs 
apply for this service.

If your airline does not offer any of the above transport options or offers you 
alternatives, please bear in mind the following points:

  Stay close to your instrument for as long as possible. 
  Ensure that your instrument is stored in a climate-controlled area of the plane.
  Try to make sure your instrument is transported separately and not with normal 

luggage on conveyor belts.

Only bring the essentials
Only pack the essentials in the instrument case so it isn’t too heavy. 
That way, it’s quicker to get through security!

Check in early
Be patient and give the ground staff enough time to inspect your hand luggage 
and the instrument.

Take note of current airline regulations
Prices and regulations may change at short notice. Find out the latest state of 
play from your airline, ideally in person or over the phone. Have the required travel 
information sent to you by post.

Wooden packing
When using wooden packing for instruments, in many countries, this must certifiably 
meet the ISPM no. 15 standard for wooden packing (Wooden Packing Declaration). 
If no wood is used, you may require a declaration that the packing does not contain 
wood. Your forwarder will provide you with more detailed information.
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You can also find tips and information on travelling abroad 
at www.sinfonima.de

Do you have any questions about travelling with musical instruments?
Send us an email at sinfonima@mannheimer.de

We’re happy to help.

Important note

This brochure is intended solely for the purposes of providing general information, 
advice and support on planned travel with your musical instrument. It can only indicate 
the status as of a specific date (Version: 1 April 2018).

Individual details may change over time, for example by means of a change to import 
provisions or updates to lists of protected species. You should therefore always stay 
up to date on the relevant provisions. Deviations shall not constitute grounds for any 
legal consequences.

More information

www.bfn.de Federal Offi ce for Nature Conservation,
includes information on species protection, 
application for CITES documents, FAQ

https://www.bfn.de/themen/cites/
regelungen-rechtsgrundlagen/regelungen.html

Includes information on the relevant 
state authorities

http://www.wisia.de/ WISIA – Scientifi c Information System for 
the International Protection of Species

Information on international and national 
protected species status

www.cites.org Offi cial CITES website

www.eulerhermes.de/kautionsversicherung/
carnet-ata

Information on the ATA Carnet

www.iata.org International Air Transport Association,
incl. list of airlines

http://www.ihk.de/ Find your IHK, information on the 
ATA Carnet and commercial invoice

www.kulturgutschutz-deutschland.de All information on German 
cultural property protection

www.zoll.de List of relevant customs offi ces, 
information on the ATA Carnet 
and commercial invoice
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Appendix

STEMP
EL

Logo

UnterschriftDatum

* both species are used by the parts' manufacturer, it is not possible to identify 
    which species was used for these parts of the instrument.
** the species is not identifiable due to the age of the parts.

Declaration of Materials | Page 1

Date Signature
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Appendix

Logo

STEMP
EL

UnterschriftDatum

hircus

Declaration of Materials | Page 2

Date Signature
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Appendix

Application | Submission certificate (Berlin state authority)
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Appendix

Application | CITES musical instrument certificate
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Appendix

CITES continuation sheet
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Appendix

CITES clearance certificate
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Appendix

EUROPÄISCHE UNION
EUROPEAN UNION

ÜBEREINKOMMEN ÜBER DEN INTERNATIONALEN HANDEL MIT
GEFÄHRDETEN ARTEN FREI LEBENDER TIERE UND PFLANZEN
CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN ENDANGERED SPECIES

OF WILD FAUNA AND FLORA

WANDERAUSSTELLUNGSBESCHEINIGUNG
TRAVELLING-EXHIBITION CERTIFICATE

ANTRAG / APPLICATION

4. Ausstellende Vollzugsbehörde / Issuing Management authority

BUNDESAMT FÜR NATURSCHUTZ
Konstantinstraße 110

D-53179 BONN

3. Eigentümer des Exemplars/der Exemplare, ständige Anschrift und Land der Registrierung /

Owner of specimen(s) (name, permanent address and country of registration)

Unterschrift des Eigentümers / Signature of owner

6. Einfuhrland / Country of import

Verschiedene / Various
9. Wissenschaftlicher Name (Gattung und Art ) und üblicher Artname /

Scientific name (genus and species) and common name of

species

11. Menge / Quantity 12. CITES-Anhang / CITES Appendix

15. Ursprungsland / Country of origin

7. Zweck der Transaktion / Purpose of the transaction

Q

10. Beschreibung des Exemplars/der Exemplare, einschließlich Kennzeichen oder Nummer, Alter, Geschlecht /

Description of specimen/s, including identifying marks or numbers, age, sex

13. EU-Anhang / EU Annex

8. Sicherheitsmarke / Security stamp No

14. Herkunft / Source

18. Datum des Erwerbs (wenn das Exemplar aus einem

Mitgliedstaat der EU stammt) / Date of acquisition (if

specimen originated in a Member State of the Union)

16. Genehmigungsnummer und -datum /

Permit No and date

17. Registriernummer der

Ausstellung /

Exhibition registration number

19. Ich beantrage hiermit die oben genannte Bescheinigung. / I hereby apply for the certificate indicated above.

Bemerkungen / Remarks

Lebende Tiere werden unter Einhaltung der CITES-Leitlinien für den Transport und die Vor-

bereitung des Transports von lebenden Wildtieren oder, im Fall eines Lufttransports, der

Vorschriften des Internationalen Luftverkehrsverbandes (IATA) befördert. / Live animals will

be transported in compliance with the CITES Guidelines for the Transport and Preparation

for Shipment of Live Wild Animals or, in the case of air transport, the Live Animals Re-

gulations published by the International Air Transport Association (IATA).

Die erforderlichen Belege und Beweismittel sind beigefügt. Ich erkläre hiermit, dass ich alle

obigen Angaben ordnungsgemäß nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen gemacht habe. Ich erkläre,

dass bisher kein Antrag auf eine Bescheinigung für die oben genannten Exemplare abgelehnt

wurde. / I attach the necessary documentary evidence and declare that all the particulars

provided are to the best of my knowledge and belief correct. I declare that an application

for a certificate for the above specimens was not previously rejected.

Unterschrift / Signature

Name des Antragstellers / Name of Applicant

Ort und Datum / Place and date
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Application | CITES travelling exhibition certificate
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Appendix

Original | CITES travelling exhibition certificate
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Appendix

Appendix | CITES list of instruments
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Appendix | ATA Carnet
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Appendix

ATA Carnet | Front
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Appendix

ATA Carnet | Reverse

Commonly understood description of goods + brand (manufacturer) + type (model) + serial number.
–  Please provide a summary description and individual details on an additional appendix sheet 

(letterhead paper) for tool kits, trade fair equipment, collections and other sets. Divide this into 
columns like this general list.
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Appendix

Item 
No.

Trade description of goods and 
marks and numbers, if any
(As accurate as possible, manufacturer, 
colour, material, size, model, serial 
number etc. – method of identifi cation)

Number 
of 
Pieces

Weight 
or Volume 
(net weight)

Value
(current 
value – not 
historical cost)

Country of 
origin
(country of 
manufacture, 
not the country
of purchase)

1 Desktop inkjet printer/scanner/
copier Canon Pixma MG5350, 
USB 2.0, 9600 x 2400 dpi, 
S/N: ADBU776102

1 4 kg € 120.00 CN

2 Amplifi er Yamaha P3500-S, 19 inch, 
2x 450W, s/n: JL01232

1 15 kg € 450.00 CN

3 prototype electronic xxxxxx for xxxxxx, 
xxxxxxx, 230V (no serial number)

1 3.8 kg € 25.000.00 DE

4 Cembalo (Harpsichord) musical instru-
ment, Manufacturer: J.C. Neupert; 
Year of manufacture: 2012; Color: 
black/red/gold; Material: linden wood; 
Serial Number: 31583; with tuning 
equipment in a bag; legs removed 
for transport, packed in fl ight case. 

1 190 kg € 36.200.00 DE

5 pairs of mens ballet shoes, size US 10, 
in the style of boots, leather, dark green 
with beige boot tops (photo 118)

1 0.8 kg € 250.00 DE

6 ladies stage costume, dress, 100 % 
cotton, off-white, embroidered in red, 
red velvet trim, made-to-measure 
(customs seal)

1 0.4 kg € 600.00 DE

7 stage prop sign “PLAYLAND” 
450 x 100 cm, plywood and sheet 
metal, handpainted, yellow, 
marked XXXXXXX, no serial number

1 65 kg € 500.00 DE

Example list | ATA Carnet
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Appendix

7. Country of origin of goods/
Herkunftsland der Ware

16. Unit price/ 
Preis pro Einheit 17. Total/ Gesamt

Net/ Netto Gross/ Brutto

19. Shippers/ exporter´s name and address if other than vendor / name und Adresse des 
Versenders/ Exporteurs (wenn anders als Empfänger)

20. Date, place / Ort, Datum

21. Signature of shipper/exporter / Unterschrift des Versenders/ Exporteurs

12. No. of 
packages/ Anzahl
 d. Packstücke

13. Specification of commodities (kind of packages,
 marks and numbers, generel description and characteristics 
etc.)/ Warenbeschreibung (Art der Verpackung, Kennzeichnung 
und Nummerierung, generelle Beschreibung und 
Charakterisierung)

14. HS Tariff Classification 
Numer / Zolltarifnummer

15. Quantity (state 
unit/ Anzahl (Einheit)

Selling price / Verkaufspreis

THE SIGNATORY DECLARES ALL THE INFOMATION CONTAINED IN THIS INVOICE TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT/ DER UNTERZEICHNER ERKLÄRT, 
DASS ALLE ANGABEN IN DIESER RECHNUNG KORREKT SIND

18. Total weight/ Gesamtgewicht

0,00

10. Currency settlement / Währung 11. Other/ Sonstiges

IF SHIPMENT INCLUDES GOODS OF DIFFERENT ORIGINS ENTER ORIGINS 
AGAINST ITEMS IN 12./ SOLLTE DIE SENDUNG WAREN AUS VERSCHIEDENEN 
URSPURNGSLÄNDERN HABEN, FÜHREN SIE DIESE BITTE IN FELD 12 AUF.

8. Mode of transport / Transportweg 9. Conditions of sale and terms of payment (i.e. sale, consignment shipment, leased goods, etc.)/
Kaufkonditionen und Zahlungsmodalitäten (z.B. Verkauf, Warenlieferung, gemietete Ware, etc.)

6. Country of transhipment - Transitland

4. Consignee (name and address) / Empfänger (Name und Anschrift) 5. Purchaser´s name and address (if other than consinee/ Auftraggeber ( wenn anders als Empfänger)

3. References / Referenzen

COMMERCIAL INVOICE

No of Pages / Seitenzahl Gesamt: 

1. Shipper (name and addrss) / Absender (Name und Anschrift 2. Date of Shipment/ Sendungsdatum

Commercial invoice
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Appendix

Airfreight glossary

3-letter code – 3-letter airport abbreviation 
(e. g. FRA)

Airfreight forwarder – air cargo carrier

Airline – airline company

Air waybill (AWB) – air cargo note

AMS – abbreviation for Automated Manifest System

Belly – plane loading area beneath 
the passenger deck

Black list – airline confirmation, mostly requested 
by clients from the Arab world in letter of credit

Blacklist airlines – airlines which are banned 
from operating in the EU

Bonded warehouse – customs warehouse

Carrier – airline

Charter – chartered plane or chartered cargo hold

Check-in – supplying goods and transport 
documents to the airline

Consolidated airfreight – consolidated air cargo

Customs airport – airport for customs

Customs broker – customs agent 

Dangerous goods – hazardous items 

ECS – Export Control System

Embargo – temporary ban on sending 
shipments to a specific place and/or country

ENS – entry summary declaration 

Fuel surcharge (FSC) – airline’s variable 
fuel surcharge

House air waybill (HAWB) – forwarder’s air 
cargo letter (used for consolidated shipments)

IATA – International Air Transport Association

ICS – Import Control System

Lower deck – cargo hold below the passenger deck

Main deck – main deck in cargo planes or in 
mixed-version planes

Master air waybill (MAWB) – consolidated air cargo 
letter from forwarder to forwarder (consolidation) or 
if the letter of credit so requires

Mixed version – plane with split main deck for 
passengers and cargo

Pallet station – pallet station for handling 
flight pallets

Prefix – the first three numbers = abbreviation for 
the relevant airline (e. g. AWB 020-… = Lufthansa)

Regulated agent – regulated representative

Road Feeder Service (RFS) – 
airline replacement transport via lorry

Routing – freight transport route 
(via various transhipment airports)

Routing order – general order made to a certain 
business partner to send their shipments using 
the tariffs and services agreed with the forwarder

Unit load devices (ULD) – various loading devices 
in air cargo transport

UN number – this 4-digit number, also known 
as a substance number, is an identification number 
issued for all hazardous materials and goods 
(dangerous goods)

Volume weight – volume weight for bulky goods

War risk surcharge (WSC) or Security surcharge 
(SSC) – airlines’ war and/or security surcharge, 
covering increased security costs since 11 September 
2001

Warsaw convention/Montreal convention – 
international treaty on airfreight transport 
(also governs liabilities)
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